The Second City’s A Christmas Carol: **Twist Your Dickens**

By Peter Gwinn & Bobby Mort
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**Meet the Cast**

- [Click Here-](#)

**‘Clark Kenting’ the Twist Costume Changes**

- [Click Here-](#)

**From Tape Ball to Naughty Nappers**

- [Click Here-](#)

**Sharing some holiday laughs with YOU**

- [Click Here-](#)

**Fielding your regrets about voting for Bush**

- [Click Here-](#)

---

**Plot Summary**

A complete send-up of the holiday classic, this adult comedy is adorned with the improvisational genius of the legendary comedy troupe The Second City. *Twist* includes zany holiday sketches and uproarious improv based on audience participation — it’s never the same show twice! It has become a Portland holiday favorite, and will return in 2017 after runs at the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C. and Goodman Theatre in Chicago this past season.
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**Redeem Code:** **TWISTGUIDE**

on PCSPlayMaker.org for 100 points!